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X-Re-aggregator 2.15 based on XoopsHeadlines includes a nice feature for Re-aggregating
your RSS Feeds into your community from other sources, it includes a .htaccess SEO as well
as an RSS Cache and RSS Snooping by Setting in your preferences.

This version has a few new features, you can group the mashables and RSS feeds into tabbed
categories and the mashables have keyword filter for RSS Item selection.

There has been a couple of bug fixes (The Name bug in the mashables has been fixed as well
as a couple of form errors - these where the only known bugs).

Or any other form of RDF or RSS Feeds, it will also parse into the core of the system for
dynamic feed maintenance and collaboration methods with the multisite module.

Download the X-Re-aggregator 2.15 here from Chronolabs Australia.

Download: xoops2_xreaggregator_2.15.zip (59Kb)

http://bin.chronolabs.org.au/xoops2_xreaggregator_2.15.zip
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